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Project Summary 

The main objective of this project is to provide the SAE Aero team with a telemetry system needed 

to compete at the SAE Aero Advanced class competition. The advanced class involves building 

an aircraft that simulates a large cargo plane carrying a payload and dropping “humanitarian aid 

packages” from 100ft onto a target site. The telemetry system is made up of two main subsystems, 

the data acquisition system (DAS) and the first-person view system (FPV). The system uses flight 

data from sensors on the plane to provide valuable in-flight information about the state of the 

aircraft and improve accuracy of dropping the package on the target. The data collected will also 

be used for flight testing and structural optimization of the plane. Each of the systems has minimum 

functional requirements laid out in the competition rules. Additional components are allowed to 

enhance reliability or functionality but increase weight and complexity. 

The data acquisition system will be used to wirelessly transmit the sensor readings from the plane 

to the ground station and record when the package is dropped. The first-person view system will 

be used to stream video from an onboard camera in real time to a screen on the ground station. The 

data acquisition system and first person view system will be physically separate so that they can 

be easily tested and debugged, mounted and removed from the fuselage of the aircraft easily.  
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1. Introduction 

The Union College Aero Team has competed in the SAE Aero Design competition since 2004. 

The advanced class involves building an aircraft that simulates a large cargo plane carrying a 

payload and dropping “humanitarian aid packages” from 100ft onto a target site. Last year the 

Flying Dutchmen participated in the Advanced class for the first time and placed 4th out of more 

than 40 schools from different countries in the flight round, this year we will also be participating 

in the Advanced class with the Trivium aircraft. The advanced class involves simulating a large 

cargo plane carrying a payload and dropping “humanitarian aid packages” from 100ft onto a target 

site. The scoring is based on accuracy of dropping the package. [1] 

The main aim of this project is to implement a telemetry system which includes the data acquisition 

system (DAS) and first person view system (FPV). The purpose of the telemetry system is to guide 

the pilot when dropping the package. Knowing the airspeed, altitude, and pressure readings will 

provide extremely useful data which will be used for calculating when to drop the payload and 

therefore increasing the accuracy.  

Both systems need to meet the design specifications set by the SAE Aero 2017 competition rules. 

I will also work on improving the video interface so that data such as altitude, speed and wind 

direction is also displayed on the screen. In addition to that, I will also implement a fuel monitoring 

system that will be used to provide data that can help improve flight performance and keep track 

of gas usage.  

The purpose of the telemetry system is to guide the pilot when dropping the package. Knowing 

the airspeed, altitude, and pressure readings will provide extremely useful data which will be used 

for calculating when to drop the payload and therefore increasing the accuracy.  

The telemetry system will consist of sensors, transmitters, receivers, memory storage and an 



onboard camera. The interface for each individual component is manageable. However, 

connecting all the components together in a synchronous manner will require some research, as 

well as trial and error in coding and testing.  

  



2. Background 

One of the main challenges of flying RC aircrafts is the fact that you are physically separated from 

the aircraft you are controlling. This separation limits your access to the status of the plane to only 

the current clear a range of sight. Due to this problem, wireless telemetry systems have been very 

popular because they allow the user to monitor the plan wirelessly by providing altitude, airspeed, 

motor rpm, battery voltage, fuel status and even GPS tracking data. [2] 

Most prebuilt telemetry systems are standalone units which consist of a transmitter and sensor 

package on the aircraft and a receiver on the handheld controller. These units use several different 

ways including radio frequency, Bluetooth and even Wi-Fi to transmit the data. The data is usually 

displayed on a handheld controller rarely logged or recorded in any form. According the SAE 

competition restrictions, the telemetry system needs to log all data on the ground station, therefore 

we need to implement our own telemetry system in order to participate in the competition. [1] 

Our telemetry system also needs to be robust enough to survive small crashes and hard landings 

without falling apart. This means that the system also needs to be constructed such that it can be 

easily rebuilt and modified. Using a flexible design can easily will make the system easily movable 

or mounted onto the any aircraft. Thus, allowing us to quickly reassemble the system to 

accommodate any last-minute fuselage design fixes or alterations. The sensors should also be 

easily available and replaceable in the event of a crash and this should be a simple process.  

The main environmental concern for the system is the power source of the aircraft, a lithium- 

polymer battery. The rules mandate the use of a lithium-polymer battery, more specifically a 6 cell 

lithium-polymer battery. [1] If the battery were to become damaged at any point then it will not 

only become dangerous, but it will also pose an environmental risk as well. The lithium in the 

battery could ignite and result in a combustion reaction that would be dangerous to the 



surroundings. To minimize the effects of a battery malfunction, the batteries will be placed in a 

fire proof case and replaced after each flight to allow time for cooling.  

In an effort to make the aircraft more environmental friendly we plan on using bamboo composite 

sheets instead of wood composite sheets. Bamboo has same structural properties as composite 

wood therefore will not affect structural qualities of the aircraft. Also, bamboo is not a tree, it’s a 

grass, and has the ability to grow back faster making it more sustainable and environmental 

friendly. [3] Also, using bamboo instead of wood composite will help the team gain innovation 

design points. [1]  

There are several safety issues associated with this project. There is a 6-cell battery operating close 

to 1000 Watts and a motor that is being rotating at approximately 6000 rpm. When using the 6-

cell battery it will draw close to 40 A or more of current to reach a power of 880 Watts. This 

amount of current and power could be fatal if not handled properly. If the two battery leads short 

out, the battery it could be destroyed and likely ignite. Therefore, all the wires used in the system 

need to be properly insulated, labelled and color coded  

 

 

  



3. Design Requirements 

The design requirements for the telemetry system are based on two main sources, SAE 

International 2017 Collegiate Design Series: Design Aero East and West Rules and the 2017 

Union Aero team. [1] Both sets of requirements aim to improve the accuracy of hitting the target 

and increasing innovation design points for the team. As seen in Figure 1, the scoring is based on 

a “Zone Multiplier” ranging from 0 to 1 depending on how the close the package is dropped on 

the target [1] 

 

Figure 1: SAE Aero Competition Advanced Class Scoring Method [1] 



3.1. SAE Advanced Class Competition Requirements 

The SAE International 2017 Collegiate Design Series: Design Aero East and West Rules clearly 

layout the requirements of a telemetry system which consists of a data acquisition system(DAS) 

and first person view(FPV). Figure 2 below shows the different requirements outlines in the 

competition rule book. [1] 

 

Figure 2: SAE Aero Competition DAS and FPV requirements [1] 



3.2. 2017 Union College Trivium Aircraft Requirements 

It is difficult to accurately drop the package based on the video feed and altitude alone. Other 

factors such as wind speed and aircraft speed can affect the trajectory of the dropped package.  

Airspeed and GPS sensors will be added to the system to obtain wind speed and flight path 

tracking. These sensors will also be scored as part of the innovation design points. Table 1 below 

shows a list of added features to the system and why they are important.  

Table 1: Requirements generated by the 217 Union SAE Aero Team 

Requirement Justification 

 

Airspeed Airspeed data will be useful for estimating the 

maximum takeoff weight of the aircraft which 

will help find the maximum payload weight. 

 

GPS Tracking Data GPS data will provide flight path tracking and 

help predict the best path that will improve 

dropping accuracy for following flights 

 

Fuel Monitoring Useful for monitoring the fuel intake rate, 

engine performance and estimating optimum 

fuel weight and maximum takeoff weight of 

the aircraft. 

 

Improved User Interface Display all the airspeed, altitude and video 

feed on the same screen because it is easier 

for the person releasing the load to have. 

Airspeed is important in determining 

trajectory and estimated location in which the 

package will land 

 

Weight Minimize weight of telemetry system this will 

increase the amount of weight that can be 

carried by the aircraft  

 

Size Minimize size of the telemetry system so that 

it fits in the wing cavity 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Telemetry System Block Diagram based on minimum requirements 

 

Based on the requirements stated above, the minimum design of the telemetry system will 

consist of video transmitter, camera, sensors and a data transmitter on the plane. The video 

receiver and data receiver will be placed in the ground station as seen in the block diagram in 

Figure 3 above. 

 



4. Design Alternatives 

4.1. First Person View System 

4.1.1. Analog vs Digital Video Transmission 

A reliable and robust video transmission is important in the scoring of each flight. If the video 

stream goes off or is interrupted during the flight, the flight is not scored. An analog video signal 

stream shows static on the video when the signal is interrupted by interference. On the other 

hand, a digital system can only handle so many corrupt packets before it begins to pixelate 

and/or freeze. [4] 

The main benefit of digital transmission over analog transmission is video quality that's being 

streamed. This quality is important because it will allow us to clearly see the target and therefore 

improve our payload dropping accuracy. Due to the factors discussed above, the FPV system will 

first be implemented using analog transmission then digital transmission to improve the video 

quality. 

 

4.1.2. Video Transmitter/Receiver Model 

The Boscam 5.8 GHz FPV system is one of the most popular systems, it is easily available, 

affordable and has a simple interface. The Boscam FPV system consist of a TS352 transmitter 

and RC305 receiver which operate at a frequency of 5.8GHz and has 8-channels. [5] 

The AKK 5.8 GHz FPV system is also easily available, affordable and has a double-digit 

channel display on the receiver. The AKK FPV system consist of a TS832 transmitter and 

RC832 receiver which operate at a frequency of 5.8GHz and has 40-channels. [6] 

Comparison of the systems can be seen in Table 2 below and both FPV systems which consist of 

a transmitter/receiver pair which assures compatibility of the system. They also operate at a 



frequency of 5.8GHz which is different from the prohibited 2.4GHz. However, based on our 

power, weight and transmission range requirements, the AKK FPV system is more preferred 

because it has 40 channels which reduces the chances of having interference from other FPV 

systems. The AKK FPV also has a better range, less current draw and is significantly lighter than 

the Boscam FPV system.   

Table 2: Boscam vs AKK Specifications 

Features Boscam AKK 

Frequency Range 5725 – 5865 MHz 5645 – 5945 MHz 

Number of Channels 8  40 

Transmitting Range  Up to 800m (open area)  Up to 3000m (open area) 

Operating Voltage 7.4 – 15 V  7 – 16 V 

Current Draw 550 mA 220 mA 

Weight 65g 35g 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Boscam FPV (Left) and AKK FPV (Right) 

       

4.1.3. Camera Alternatives 

Two cameras, Airy 3g and CrazyPony were considered for the system.  Comparison of the 

cameras can be seen in Table 3 below and both cameras support NTSC video standard which 



compatible with the AKK FPV system. Based video quality, the CrazyPony system is more 

preferred because it has a wider-angle lens which increases the area that can be viewed. The 

camera also has a better resolution and colored video which will help us identify the target zone 

better compared to having a black and white video.  

Table 3: Airy 3g vs CrazyPony 

Feature Airy 3g CrazyPony 

Standard PAL & NTSC PAL & NTSC 

Resolution 520 TV lines 700 TV lines 

Color BW Colored & BW 

Pixel (H x V) 720 x 576 976 x 494 

Lens and View Angle 0.5mm, F1.2  3.6mm, F1.2 

Dimension (l x w x h) 28mm x 14mm x 14mm 32mm x 32mm x 38mm 

 

 

4.1.4. Camera Placement 

The placement of the camera is important because it dictates the area of the target that can be 

viewed clearly without obstruction.  

The camera can be placed behind the motor on location 1 as seen in Figure 6 below. This 

location is ideal because it is in front of the payload and we have unobstructed view of the target 

however, the camera may shake a lot when the motor is turned on which may affect the video 

quality.  

In location 2, the camera is placed in front of the dropping package but under the fuel tank. This 

location is ideal because it provides a better video angle and is less susceptible to motor 



vibrations when the camera is mounted on shock absorbing material. The main setback is that the 

camera runs a risk of being soaked in fuel in the unlikely event of gas leakage.  

In location 3, the camera is placed in behind the dropping package. This position will ensure that 

the camera does not shake but will make it harder to estimate when to drop the package. This is 

because by the time we see the target the package is already ahead of that location.  

All the above camera locations were tested and the best location was determined to be location 2. 

The camera will be surrounded by shock absorbing material and covered with aluminum take to 

make it water proof.  

 
Figure 5: Camera Placement Location Options 

 

4.2. Data Acquisition System 

4.2.1. Communication Protocol Alternatives 

DAS is mainly composed of different sensors all of which need to read and send data to the same 

microcontroller simultaneously. Since this system will be using an Arduino Uno, there are two 

interfaces that can be used, serial peripheral interface (SPI) and inter-integrated circuit (I
2
C).  

a. SPI Interface 

SPI is a protocol commonly used in embedded systems similar to this project. SPI uses four 

wires, not including power and ground, to communicate with sensors. These serial wires carry 

the serial clock (SCLK), the master out slave in (MOSI), master in slave out (MISO), and the 

Camera Placement Options:  

Location 1 – Directly behind motor 

 

Location 2 – In front of Package 

 

Location 3 – Behind Package 



slave select (SS) as seen in Figure 6. When communicating with one slave device, such as a 

sensor, the SS is fixed and communication is essentially a three-wire system. The master, such as 

a microcontroller, sends read or write commands using MOSI to the slave and the slave sends 

information back across the MISO line. However, when multiple slave devices attempt to 

connect to the four serial buses the communication becomes more complicated as the SS line 

must switch which slave to communicate with. SPI works well for embedded systems with fewer 

slave devices and less size constraints since four wires are required for communication this uses 

more pins on a microcontroller. [8] 

 

Figure 6: Block Diagram showing SPI Connection [9] 

b. I2C 

I2C protocol is similar to SPI in that a master device can control several slave devices; however, 

I2C only uses two wires, not including power and ground. These two serial lines are the serial 

clock (SCL) and serial data (SDA) lines I2C is designed for multiple slave devices because each 

I2C compatible device has its own one-byte address. Figure 7 below outlines a typical I2C circuit 

where the master device may be a microcontroller and the slave devices may be sensors. [8] 

Communicating with multiple sensors along the same serial buses reduces the amount of wires 

and pins that needed to be used by the microcontroller. To read or write data from a sensor the 



master sends out the specified address and gets an acknowledge back from the sensor. Then the 

master knows to wait and receive data from the sensor or to write information, depending on the 

slave and command. This allows for quick communication since each slave has its own 

predetermined address in the datasheet and since this protocol is used regularly there is ample 

documentation.  

 
Figure 7: Block diagram showing I2C connection [10] 

 

4.2.2. Transmitter/Receiver 

The XBee is a wireless module that operates using Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or ZigBee protocol. Based 

on the competition requirements, we cannot use any of the 2.4GHz modules therefore the 

900MHz modules would be ideal for our system. Table 4 below shows comparison between 

Bluetooth and ZigBee modules that operate at 900MHz and I chose the XBee Pro 900. 

The XBee ZigBee modules have an 8-bit address therefore can be paired using 2^16 different 

addresses and provides protection against EMI interference through shielding. This module has a 

range of 1.8 miles when paired with a high gain antenna under ideal conditions, this range will 

provide guaranteed connection for a longer range throughout the flight time. This model also has 

optimized antenna path designs to reduce the interference from the rest of the electronics and 

from external sources.  [11] 

 



Table 4: XBee Modules Comparison 

Feature ZigBee Bluetooth 

Range 50 – 1600 m 10 m  

Transmission Rate 250 Kbps 1Mbps 

Network Nodes 65535 8 

Maximum Linking Time 30ms 10s 

 

 

  



5. Final Design Implementation 

5.1. First Person View System 

5.1.1. Transmitter/Receiver 

The system uses AKK transmitter/receiver model which consists of a TS832 transmitter, RC832 

receiver together and standard 5.8GHz duck antennas. This model has 40 channels, a range of up 

to 6000m which assures long range reception and less chances of interference. This system also 

operates at a frequency of 5.8GHz which is preferable since we can’t use 2.4GHz flight control 

frequency.  

 

5.1.2. Camera 

A CrazyPony camera will be connected to the video transmitter. The camera has a wide angle 

lens and a resolution of 976 x 494 pixels which provides a great video quality. The camera uses 

NTSC color encoding system which is compatible with multiple video transmitters and receivers.  

 

5.1.3. RCA Converter 

The EasyCapture will be used to interface the component cable output of the RC832 receiver 

into USB which can be easily connected to a laptop or monitor. Also, EasyCapture has a 

software interface that allows the user to record the video for future reference. 

5.1.4. Power Supply 
 

The video transmitter and camera will be placed on the plane and have a total current draw of 

200 mA and requires 6V, using the power equation a 7.4V 1500mAh LiPo battery will be used. 

The video transmitter also requires 200mAh therefore will be powered using a 11.1V 1000mAh.  

 

 



 

Figure 8: Block Diagram of FPV implementation 

 

 

Figure 9: FPV system 

 

5.2. Data Acquisition System 

5.2.1. Microcontroller 

The main part of the DAS is the microcontroller because it interfaces and obtains readings from 

the sensors on the plane. This system uses the Arduino Uno microcontroller. The Arduino Uno 

was chosen because it is simple yet provides effective features and is small, therefore they can be 

easily embedded on the plane. The Arduino Uno is also easily configurable and has a clock 

speed of 16 MHz therefore it can perform a task faster than the other processors or controllers, 

this is important because it allows us to monitor the plane status and condition in real time 

without a delay.  Arduino Uno board has 14 digital pins and supports I2C communication which 

allows us to connect and read data from multiple sensors at the same time. Arduino board 

supports I2C Arduino board supports I2C. because of its simple yet provides effective features. 

[12] 



 

5.2.2. Transmitter/Receiver 

The DAS uses an XBee Pro 900 for wireless transmission of data from the aircraft to the ground 

station. The XBee is a wireless module that operates using the ZigBee protocol and operates at a 

frequency of 900MHz. This module has a range of 1.8 miles when paired with a high gain 

antenna under ideal conditions, this range will provide guaranteed connection for a longer range 

throughout the flight time. [11] 

5.2.3. Airspeed Sensor 

The airspeed data is collected using an EagleTree Airspeed Microsensor V3. This sensor 

measures airspeed from approximately 9 MPH to 350 MPH. The airspeed estimate is accurate 

because it is calculated using the dynamic pressure difference in a pitot static tube to calculate 

the speed. [13] 

5.2.4. Altitude Sensor 

A SparkFun MPL3115A2 sensor is used to obtain altitude readings. The sensor is designed for 

I2C protocol has a resolution of up to one-foot precision range which satisfies the SAE 

requirements. The sensor outputs are digitized by a high resolution of up to one-foot precision 

range which satisfies the SAE requirements. The output can be transmitted over I2C 

communication therefore it’s easy to interface with most controllers. [14] 

5.2.5. GPS Tracking and On-Board Storage 

A SparkFun GPS Logger shield was added to the DAS as part of innovation points. The GPS 

also includes a µSD memory card socket. The shield will be used to stream constant position 

updates which can be logged to a µSD card for flight path tracking purposes. Since the Arduino 



Uno only has 32KB flash memory, the 16GB µSD card will also be used to store all sensor data 

on board. 

5.2.6. User Interface 

The XBee modules will be paired and initialized using the XCTU software. The airspeed and 

altitude data will be plotted in real time using the MakerPlot software 

5.2.7. Power Supply 

All the components of the DAS system that will be placed on the plane have a total current draw 

of 531 mA, using the power equation, a 7.4V 1500mAh LiPo battery will be used to power the 

system for 2.26 hours. The XBee receiver connected to a computer via USB and therefore does 

not require a power source. 

 

 
Figure 10:Block Diagram of Implemented DAS  

 
Figure 11: Completed DAS 



5.3. Telemetry System Placement on the Trivium 

XBee uses a 900MHz RPSMA antenna and the video transmitter uses a 5.4GHz RPSMA 

antenna therefore they will not be able to interfere each other. However, it is best if they are 

placed as far as possible from each other. All components of the telemetry system will be placed 

in the wing as seen in Figure 12 below. For each system, DAS and FPV, the antenna will be 

placed below the system with 1 inch of the antenna protruding out of the wing to make sure the 

ultracote material does not affect the signal reception.  

 

Figure 12: Telemetry System Placement on the plane 

  



6. Performance Estimates and Results 

6.1. First Person View 

The FPV system was range tested for signal strength and video quality, the results can be seen in 

Figure 14 below. Based on the range testing results, the signal strong enough and the video was 

very clear up to 1000ft and fairly clear to a maximum of 1400ft. However, if there was an 

obstruction directly in between the transmitter and receiver the signal quality suffered therefore, 

the transmitter antenna must be placed outside the aircraft to reduce obstructions and maintain a 

strong video signal at all times.  

 

Figure 13: FPV Video Quality 

 

Figure 14: FPV Football Field Range Test 

 



6.2. Data Acquisition System 

The DAS system was range tested to make sure the all sensors are providing accurate data and 

the data is transmitted correctly. The airspeed sensor was tested by holding the wing in an open 

field. 

The altitude sensor was tested in by comparing the recorded measurements to known lengths in 

the team room. As seen in Table 5 below, the measured values are close to the expected values 

indicating that the sensor has accurate readings. The altitude readings were also compared to the 

GPS data obtained during a test flight. The change in altitude from the start of the test to the 

highest point was measured to be 135 feet using google maps and the altitude sensor reported a 

change of 133ft. 

Table 5: Altitude Sensor Test Results 

Marked Height(ft) Measured Height(ft) % Error 

0 0.1 - 

0.5 0.54 8 

1 1.02 1 

2 2.01 0.5 

3 3.1 3.3 

4 3.89 2.8 

5 5.01 0.2 

 

Data from the DAS system was recorded and logged onto a microSD card during a test flight. 

The recorded altitude The DAS was also during a flight test, the recorded altitude and GPS data 

can be seen in Figures 15 and 16 below. This test showed that each sensor was correctly 

calibrated and was reporting the correct values.  

 



 
Figure 15: Recorded Altitude from Test Flight 

 

 
Figure 16: Recorded Flight Path from Test Flight 

 

7. Discussion and Conclusion  

The final implemented design meets all the technical performance criteria and requirements of 

the SAE Aero competition. The FPV consists of AKK transmitter/receiver pair, a camera and 

RCA video converter, the DAS consists of an Arduino Uno microcontroller, GPS tracker, on 

board storage, altitude sensor and airspeed sensor.  

This telemetry system is light weight, smaller, and cheaper compared to existing commercial 

telemetry systems. The parts used in this system are readily available and can be easily replaced. 

Thus, making the system more flexible and easy to mount on any aircraft.  

The DAS system can be easily altered for future years to include to minimize the size and 

weight. Additional sensors such as gyroscopic data can easily be added to the system. Both 



systems will provide a solid foundation for future teams that will take part in the advanced class 

competition. 

The system performed well in the range tests performed. However, during the last test flight, the 

antenna connections came off the XBee and video transmitter during the aircraft assembly, 

therefore cutting off all transmission of data. Airspeed, altitude and tracking data were still 

logged on the on-board microSD card indicating that the all other parts of the system were 

operating as desired. Further improvements will be implemented in order to make sure this does 

not happen during the competition. The antenna extension wires for both XBee and video 

transmitter will be reinforced using electrical tape and lock tight. The final wing implementation 

will have and added hatch that will allow easy access to the system for debugging purposes.  

This project presented the opportunity to work on different electrical, computer and even 

mechanical skills that go beyond what we do in class. I’ve had the opportunity to learn more 

about radio communications, electronics and aerodynamics. Most importantly, I gained valuable 

communication and team work experience. 

 

8. User’s Manual 

8.1. First Person View 
 

i. Open the EasyCap software on a laptop 

ii. Receiver 

a. Connect the antenna (Must be done first) 

b. Connect the output pin to the EasyCap USB stick 

c. Connect the battery  



iii. Transmitter 

a. Connect the antenna 

b. Connect the camera to video pin 

c. Connect the battery using the Red Arming Plug 

8.2. Data Acquisition System 

i. Connect the XBee Pro 900 connected to a USB Dongle and 900MHz antenna 

ii. Launch the XCTU software and you’ll be presented with a window like this: 

 

iii. Click on the “Add device” icon – – in the upper-left part of the window. That will 

prompt this screen to show up: 

 

 

iv. Select the correct communication port, make sure the baud rate is 9600 and click finish 



v. A “Discovering radio modules…” window will briefly scroll by, after which you should 

be presented with the original window, but with an addition to the “Radio Modules” 

section on the left. 

vi. Click the new module, and wait a few seconds as X-CTU reads the configuration settings 

of your XBee. You should then be presented with the entire configuration of your XBee. 

 

 

vii. Once the configuration settings are loaded the module is loaded, do not unplug the XBee 

explorer or steps 2-4 will need to be repeated. Close the XCTU program and open 

MakerPlot. On the interface select screen pick the “Digital Monitoring Interface” option 

on the bottom left.  

 

viii. Once the interface loads the display parameters need to be set up. 



a. Control Panel (Bottom Left): 

b.  

ix. Once the display is setup click “Save Settings” on the Interface tab in the bottom left. 

Next time the software is run click load settings and the options set will be loaded. 

a. Note: Bits 1-7 default to “Bit _” and must be manually cleared each time the 

interface is opened 

x. Connect the airspeed, altitude, and IR sensor to the Arduino system by matching up the 

cables according to the following color codes 

xi. Power the Arduino using the Red Arming Plug  

xii. Click on the power switch in the MakerPlot Control Panel and click on “Log to file” in 

the Logging Panel 

xiii. The data from the sensors will be displayed on the MakerPlot interface 

a. Airspeed 

b. Altitude 

xiv. Once data collection is finished, click MakerPlot power switch and “Log to File” button. 

The log and settings can be saved for easy display later by clicking “File” → “Save Plot” 

xv. Power off the Arduino by removing the Red Arming Plug  
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10. Cost Analysis 

Table 6: Cost Analysis 

Item Quantity Price Total  

900 MHz RPSMA Antenna 2         7.95    15.90 

XBee Shield 1 14.95    14.95 

EasyCap USB Stick  1 7.99 7.99 

XBee Pro 900 1 40 40 

Altitude/Pressure Sensor Breakout 1 14.95 14.95 

GPS shield 1 44.95 14.95 

Altimeter 1 14.95 14.95 

900MHz duck antenna RPSMA 1 15.9 15.9 

CrazyPony Video Camera 1 16.99 16.99 

Arduino Uno Microcontroller 1 24.94 24.94 

AKK FPV Transmitter/Receiver 
pair 

1 33.99 33.99 

EagleTree Airspeed Microsensor 
V3 

1 42.99 42.99 

    

 

11. Appendices 

11.1. Battery Calculations 
Current & Voltage Requirements 

ITEM Current Draw (mA) Input Voltage (V) 

Arduino Uno 80 7 - 12 

XBee Pro 900 SB 215 2.4 - 2.6 

EagleTree Airspeed 0.1 3 - 16 



Altitude Sensor 2 1.95 - 3.6 

ToF IR sensor 1.7 2.7 - 3.3 

TS352 Video Tx 550 7 - 15 
 

Total: 848.8 Min: 2 
Max 16 

 
DAS: 298.8 
FPV: 550 

DAS:7 - 12 
FPV: 7 - 15 

 
Hours of operation: DAS 
Battery 1: 7.4V 1000mAh 
1000mAh * 80% discharge = 800 
Current / total current draw = 800/298.8 
Time of operation: 2.7hrs 
 
Battery 2: 7.4V 1500mAh 
1500mAh * 80% discharge = 1200 
Current / total current draw = 1200/298.8 
Time of operation: 4.01hrs 
 
Battery 3: 7.4V 375 mAh 
375mAh * 80% discharge = 300 
Current / total current draw = 300/298.8 
Time of operation: 1hr 
 
Hours of operation: FPV 
Battery 1: 11.1V 1000mAh 
1000mAh * 80% discharge = 800 
Current / total current draw = 800/550 
Time of operation: 1.45hrs 
 
Battery 2: 11.1V 850mAh 
850mAh * 80% discharge = 680 
Current / total current draw = 680/550 
Time of operation: 1.24hrs 
 
Battery 3: 11.1V 450 mAh 
450mAh * 80% discharge = 300 
Current / total current draw = 300/550 
Time of operation: .65 hr 

 

11.2. Arduino Code 
 

#include <TinyGPS++.h> // Include the TinyGPS++ library 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include <SparkFun_VL6180X.h> //ToF library 



#include <I2cMaster.h> //I2C library 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> // Software Serial library 

#include "SparkFunMPL3115A2.h" // Altimeter library 

#include <TwiMap.h> 

//#include <SD.h> 

#include <SPI.h> 

#define SD_CS_PIN SS 

#include "SdFat.h" 

SdFat SD; 

 

//GPS initialization  

TinyGPSPlus tinyGPS; // Create a TinyGPSPlus object 

#define GPS_BAUD 9600 // GPS module baud rate. GP3906 defaults to 9600. 

#define ARDUINO_GPS_RX 9 // GPS TX, Arduino RX pin 

#define ARDUINO_GPS_TX 8 // GPS RX, Arduino TX pin 

SoftwareSerial ssGPS(ARDUINO_GPS_TX, ARDUINO_GPS_RX); // Create a SoftwareSerial 

#define gpsPort ssGPS 

 

//XBee initialization 

SoftwareSerial XBee(2,3); 

 

//Create an instance of the object for altimeter 

MPL3115A2 myPressure; 

 

//Create int for altitude data 

float calib_zero; 

String altString = ""; 

String airString = ""; 

 

 

//Airspeed Initialization 

#define SENSOR_ADDRESS 0xEA  

TwiMaster AIRSPEED_SENSOR(true);  

float altitude; 

 

//sd Initialization 

 

#define LOG_FILE_PREFIX "gpslog" // Name of the log file. 

#define MAX_LOG_FILES 100 // Number of log files that can be made 

#define LOG_FILE_SUFFIX "csv" // Suffix of the log file 

char logFileName[13]; // Char string to store the log file name 

// Data to be logged: 

#define LOG_COLUMN_COUNT 8 

const char * log_col_names[LOG_COLUMN_COUNT] = { 

  "longitude", "latitude", "altitude", "speed", "meas speed", "date", "time", "meas alt" 

}; // log_col_names is printed at the top of the file. 



#define LOG_RATE 5000 // Log every 5 seconds 

unsigned long lastLog = 0; // Global var to keep of last time we logged 

 

 

void updateFileName() 

{ 

  int i = 0; 

  for (; i < MAX_LOG_FILES; i++) 

  { 

    memset(logFileName, 0, strlen(logFileName)); // Clear logFileName string 

    // Set logFileName to "gpslogXX.csv": 

    sprintf(logFileName, "%s%d.%s", LOG_FILE_PREFIX, i, LOG_FILE_SUFFIX); 

    if (!SD.exists(logFileName)) // If a file doesn't exist 

    { 

      break; // Break out of this loop. We found our index 

    } 

    else // Otherwise: 

    { 

      XBee.print(logFileName); 

      XBee.println(" exists"); // Print a debug statement 

    } 

  } 

  XBee.print("File name: "); 

  XBee.println(logFileName); // Debug print the file name 

} 

 

 

// printHeader() - prints our eight column names to the top of our log file 

void printHeader() 

{ 

  File logFile = SD.open(logFileName, FILE_WRITE); // Open the log file 

 

  if (logFile) // If the log file opened, print our column names to the file 

  { 

    int i = 0; 

    for (; i < LOG_COLUMN_COUNT; i++) 

    { 

      logFile.print(log_col_names[i]); 

      if (i < LOG_COLUMN_COUNT - 1) // If it's anything but the last column 

        logFile.print(','); // print a comma 

      else // If it's the last column 

        logFile.println(); // print a new line 

    } 

    logFile.close(); // close the file 

  } 

} 



 

byte logGPSData() 

{ 

  File logFile = SD.open(logFileName, FILE_WRITE); // Open the log file 

 

  if (logFile) 

  {  

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.location.lng(), 6); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.location.lat(), 6); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.altitude.feet(), 1); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.speed.mph(), 1); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(airString); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.date.value()); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(tinyGPS.time.value()); 

    logFile.print(','); 

    logFile.print(altString); 

    logFile.println(); 

    logFile.close(); 

 

    return 1; // Return success 

  } 

 

  return 0; // If we failed to open the file, return fail 

} 

 

 

long airspeed_update(void) {  

  static struct {  

    union { int16_t val; uint8_t raw[2];  

    } airspeed16;  

  } airspeedv3;  

 

  long airsp;     

 

  if(AIRSPEED_SENSOR.start(SENSOR_ADDRESS | I2C_WRITE)) {  

    delay(10);    

    AIRSPEED_SENSOR.write(0x07);   

    delay(10);  

    AIRSPEED_SENSOR.stop();  

  }  



 

  if(AIRSPEED_SENSOR.restart(SENSOR_ADDRESS | I2C_READ)) {  

    delay(10);   

    airspeedv3.airspeed16.raw[0]=AIRSPEED_SENSOR.read(false);  

    delay(10);  

    airspeedv3.airspeed16.raw[1]=AIRSPEED_SENSOR.read(true);  

    delay(10);  

    AIRSPEED_SENSOR.stop(); 

  }  

 

  airsp=airspeedv3.airspeed16.val;  

  return airsp;  

} 

 

static void smartDelay(unsigned long ms) 

{ 

  unsigned long start = millis(); 

  do 

  { 

    // If data has come in from the GPS module 

    while (gpsPort.available()) 

      tinyGPS.encode(gpsPort.read()); // Send it to the encode function 

    // tinyGPS.encode(char) continues to "load" the tinGPS object with new 

    // data coming in from the GPS module. As full NMEA strings begin to come in 

    // the tinyGPS library will be able to start parsing them for pertinent info 

  } while (millis() - start < ms); 

} 

 

// printDate() formats the date into dd/mm/yy. 

void printDate() 

{ 

  XBee.print(tinyGPS.date.day()); 

  XBee.print("/"); 

  XBee.print(tinyGPS.date.month()); 

  XBee.print("/"); 

  XBee.println(tinyGPS.date.year()); 

} 

 

// printTime() formats the time into "hh:mm:ss", and prints leading 0's 

// where they're called for. 

void printTime() 

{ 

  XBee.print(tinyGPS.time.hour()); 

  XBee.print(":"); 

  if (tinyGPS.time.minute() < 10) XBee.print('0'); 

  XBee.print(tinyGPS.time.minute()); 



  XBee.print(":"); 

  if (tinyGPS.time.second() < 10) XBee.print('0'); 

  XBee.print(tinyGPS.time.second()); 

} 

 

 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  XBee.begin(9600); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  gpsPort.begin(GPS_BAUD); 

  Wire.begin(); // Join i2c bus 

 

  // ************ Altimeter Setup ******************* 

  myPressure.begin(); // Get sensor online 

  //Configure the sensor 

  myPressure.setModeAltimeter(); // Measure altitude above sea level in meters 

  myPressure.setOversampleRate(7); // Set Oversample to the recommended 128 

  myPressure.enableEventFlags(); // Enable all three pressure and temp event flags 

 

  delay(250);   

   //XBee.println("Altitude System Calibrating - Please Wait 4.5s"); 

   

  int a0 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a1 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a2 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a3 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a4 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a5 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a6 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a7 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a8 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a9 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a10 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 



  int a11 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a12 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

  int a13 = myPressure.readAltitudeFt(); 

  delay(315); 

 

  calib_zero = float(a0+a1+a2+a3+a4+a5+a6+a7+a8+a9+a10+a11+a12+a13) / 14.0;  

 

  //XBee.println("Calibration Successful"); 

 

    XBee.print("Initializing SD card..."); 

  // On the Ethernet Shield, CS is pin 4. It's set as an output by default. 

  // Note that even if it's not used as the CS pin, the hardware SS pin 

  // (10 on most Arduino boards, 53 on the Mega) must be left as an output 

  // or the SD library functions will not work. 

  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); 

 

  if (!SD.begin(SD_CS_PIN)) { 

    XBee.println("initialization failed!"); 

    return; 

  } 

  XBee.println("initialization done."); 

  updateFileName(); // Each time we start, create a new file, increment the number 

  printHeader(); // Print a header at the top of the new file 

} 

 

 

void loop() 

{ 

 if ((lastLog + LOG_RATE) <= millis()) 

  { // If it's been LOG_RATE milliseconds since the last log: 

    if (tinyGPS.location.isUpdated()) // If the GPS data is vaild 

    { 

      if (logGPSData()) // Log the GPS data 

      { 

        //XBee.println("GPS logged."); // Print a debug message 

        lastLog = millis(); // Update the lastLog variable 

      } 

      else // If we failed to log GPS 

      { // Print an error, don't update lastLog 

       // XBee.println("Failed to log new GPS data."); 

      } 

    } 

    else // If GPS data isn't valid 

    { 



      // Print a debug message. Maybe we don't have enough satellites yet. 

     // XBee.print("No GPS data. Sats: "); 

     // XBee.println(tinyGPS.satellites.value()); 

    } 

   

  // print position, altitude, speed, time/date, and satellites: 

  //****** AirSpeed******** 

  int airspeed = airspeed_update(); 

  airString += airspeed; 

 

  //********Altitude******* 

  float altitude = myPressure.readAltitudeFt();//read altitude from sensor 

  float corrected_altitude = altitude - calib_zero; //calculate correct altitude 

  altString += corrected_altitude; 

  XBee.print(corrected_altitude); 

  XBee.print(", "); 

  XBee.println(airspeed); 

 

  //*******GPS data******  

//  XBee.print(tinyGPS.location.lat(), 6); 

//  XBee.print(", "); 

//  XBee.println(tinyGPS.location.lng(), 6);  

//  XBee.print(tinyGPS.speed.mph()); 

//  XBee.print(", "); 

//  printTime(); 

  smartDelay(100);  

   

   

  XBee.print("%");  //prep MakerPlot for digital value 

  XBee.println(); 

  XBee.println(); 

  } 

} 
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